
“Gyroscopic Motion and Friction Inside a Bearing” 

Subject: Bearing Kinematics 

A common problem for bearings is too much heat generation that 

leads to early failure. An important source of the heat generation 

and friction wear inside a bearing is found at the rolling element and 

raceway contact zone. Let’s consider a ball bearing; the spherical ball 

contacts the raceway which conforms to the ball to some degree. 

The contact zone that is formed is an ellipse (see right). As the inner 

ring rotates the ball will then be forced to rotate, and this creates 

interesting effects inside the ellipse. The ball is intended to purely 

roll on the ellipse, but this never happens. 

 

Gyroscopic Motion and Rolling 

As seen in the graphic below, the ball will experience rolling and 

sliding in the contact zone. A gyroscopic moment is formed that 

occurs when the bearing has a non-zero contact angle at any load or 

speed. The gyroscopic moment will cause the center of sliding (pure 

rolling) to move away from the center of the contact patch.  

Gyroscopic Affect 

The distance x to pure rolling is directly related to the magnitude of the gyroscopic 

moment. Thus, if the gyroscopic moment is large, then the center of sliding (O’) 

could be moved outside of the contact patch resulting in only sliding (see below). 

When a bearing is experiencing pure sliding, it is subject to early failure due to 

excessive heat generation. It is important for the design engineer to consider the 

effect of gyroscopic moment. In most cases with slow speeds or heavy loads this is 

negligible, but in high-speed applications the combination of contact angle, and 

sliding will produce a gyroscopic moment. 

 

Contact NES  

For help choosing a bearing that will work best for your application or for more information on this topic, contact bearing 

engineers Andrew Hvizdzak, ahvizdzak@nesbearings.com or Tim Asquith, tasquith@nesbearings.com.   
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